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Perot System Sample Paper
Test consist of 4 section.
1. Aptitude ( time and distance, time and work. Trains and boats upstream and
down stream etc)
2.
English
3.

C/C++

4.

Interview

Sample Questions
1.

Speed from a to b is 40 km/hr and avg speed from b to a 50 km/hr. total

average speed?
a) 50 b)24 c)48
2.

Time & work questions: some men finish a work in 100 days. If 10 men

leave then they will finish in 10 days
more. What is the original no. of men?
3.

Arun give some money to Gopal ,Gopal gave 40% to Suresh..............How

much was with Arun initially???
4.

A finishes in 15 days B in 20 days C in 25 days. How many days they will

take if they all work together?
5.

Radiius of sphere is 10 cm. How much % is surface area of volume

a)30% b) 25%......
6.

a+b=45 b+c+d=70 what is a+b+c+d?

a) 50 b) data inadequate
7.

There is 100 ml sol of wine and water in A and B if 10ml is taken frm a

and put it in b and then 10 ml
from b put in to A . Which jug has more solution.
8.

A RECTANGLE OF SIze 78*63.Cut the rectangle into squares of 1 units.

Draw a diagonal through the rectangle. Through How many squares diagonal pass
through.?
a) 138 b)139 c)141
d)139 e)140
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9.

a question on 8*8 chessboard what is the no. of adjacent squares?? i dont

remember the question.
a) 216 B) 228....... 208
10.

Mountain hiking:A person starts at 2:00 in the Friday afternoon.a person

does not move with constant
speed. reaches mountain top in 4 hrs. he again starts at 2:00 on saturday and
reaches bottom in 3 hrs, what
is the probability that he was at the same point as he was on friday..
a) 0 b) 1 c) 1\2 d)1\4
11.

12,32,72,152,.............ans(312)

Perot System Placement Papers 2007

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 25th APRIL AT PANTNAGAR
Hi Friends!
I am Varun Sheel, B.Tech IIIyr (E.C.E), college of technology,pantnagar. I appeared for
the Perot Systems Recruitment exam on 25-APR-07.
Well the eligibilty criteria was 60% throughout......
There were 3 rounds- Written, Technical, M.R(telephonic).
Total students appeared were 84. 10 students cleared the written exam.
WRITTEN:WELL THE MAIN PART IS WRITTEN...comprises of 2 papers. one is called
Quantative analysis.. and another one is English.
IF YOU CLEARED THE WRITTEN THE PROBABILITY OF BEING SELECTED IN
PEROT IS 90%.. REMAINING 10% DEPENDS ON UR CONFIDENCE....
quant paper was of 45 minutes. there were 4 sections
1st section was series questions......there were 10ques. ---------THIS WAS THE EASY
ONE(R.S aggarwal is sufficient 4 dis part)every ques. was fro r.s aggarwal
2nd section was of data sufficiency..........there were 10 ques. ---------THIS WAS THE
EASIEST ONE,,,,YOU CAN DO ALL THE QUESTIONS IN 3-4 MIN....(EVERY
QUESTION WAS FROM R.S AGGARWAL VERNAL N NON VERBAL)
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3rd section was pure quant...........there were 15 ques---------------YOU CAN SAY THIS
WAS THE HARD ONE(hard 4 every one).....(you can practice this section from R.s
aggarwal.but the ques. you will find in test will b much difficult)
4th section was ALGO section..........time consuming section.....but the most scoring one----------a student with good presence of mind can solve atleast 4-5 questions
there is no book from where you can practice these algorithms
AFTER QUANT TEST THERE WAS ENGLISH TEST......WHICH WAS VERY EASY.
NO NEED TO PRACTICE. EVERY ONE CAN DO THAT
WELL EVERY ONE WAS EXPECTING HE/SHE WILL CLEAR THE WRITTEN.
BUT WHEN THE RESULT ANNOUNCED EVERYONE WAS SHOCKED....BCOZ
ONLY 10 STUDENTS 'VE CLEARED THE WRITTEN....LUCKILY I WAS ONE OF
THEM

TECHNICAL INTERVIEW :INTERVIEWS STARTED NEXT DAY AT 8 IN THE MORNING
my turn came at 9.15.........i was bit nervous but more confident.bcoz i've cleared the
written there was only one person in the room
when i entered in the room he asked for my CV.....and asked about some c and c++
questions
Q) difference between c and c++? )
Q) he asked me to make a programe of simple passing an array to a function?
Q)he also asked some basic quesyions on linux like wat is kernal,shell etc.
Q) and a lot questions from my hobbies ?
it took about 15 min. all in short the technical was pure c based .............
OUT OF 10......7 PEOPLE CLEARED THE TECH. ROUND
M.R:this was just like h.r round+technical
difference was that it was on telephone
a person was asking technical n non technical questions
he asked about my hobbies
my strengths
n about multiplexer
why do u want to join perot
why not higher studies??
then he told me to ask a ques.
i asked wat r the future prospects in perot
at last he asked where i want to work in noida or in b'lore
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IT ALSO TOOK AROUND 15 MIN.
b confident,,dont hesitate u can clear dis round very easily
ACTUALLY THE PERSON ON ODR. SIDE JUST TEST UR COMMUNICATION
SKILL . SO IF UR COMMUNICATION SKILL IS PAR GOOD. THEN NO ONE CAN
STOP YOU
RESULTS-ALL INTERVIEWS WERE OVER BY THE TIME 11.30//////WE WERE JUST
WAITING FOR THE RESULTS
WELL THE RESULTS ANNOUNCED AND ALL 7 PEOPLE GOT
SELECTED.......AT 11.45 I GOT MY APPOINTMENT LETTER....
THE KEY TO PEROT IS JUST THE WRITTEN EXAM

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 10th APRIL AT JAMMU UNIVERSITY
Hi, i am AMAN MAHAJAN. perot came for joint campus placement in JAMMU
UNIVERSITY on 9 & 10TH of APRIL,2007. out of 500 students only 60 were selected
after written test and then we gave tech. and HR interview & only 23 students were
selected in all & 4 were from our college (MBSCET) and i was one of them.
The procedure for selection was
1 .Written test (1 hour written test was very easy. it consists of general aptitude ques.
paper consists of 5 parts
1. series completion ques.
2. data sufficiency ques. all from rs aggarwall(verbal and non verbal) very easy
3. questions from topics such as time and distance,trains,time and work - from rs
aggarwal
4 . logical ques. on flow charts - to find o/p, some algorithm is given - to find the o/p.
easy, student f rom any other stream can also do it.
i am from electronics and comm. in all 45 questions were there which had to completed
in 45 minutes.
5. English paper - very easy
this English test consists of 25 questions which had to completed in 15 minutes.
2 . Technical interview
1. describe yourself
2. are you comfortable with c++
3.difference function overloading & function over-riding.
4.define stacks,queue,linklist.
5.difference Between C & C++.
6.write any program implementing recursion (i did the program of factorial).
7. Define Ram, Hard-disk.
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8.With which language are u comfortaBle with.
3. HR interview :1. Tell us aBout yourself.
2.Why do you want to join perot systems.
3.then a question about a situation that you & one more person is in a Boat in the center
of a sea and their is hole in the Boat & the Boat is sinking Neither you nor the other
person knows swimming & suddenly their is a 'AKASH-WANI' that if one of u step off
the Boat , the other one will Be saved. Now what will u do.
4.Another question on situation :- you are given a very hostile team & you want to
convince them your idea is the Best for the situation. How will you convince your team
aBout your idea. They are so hostile that even they are not ready to listen to you.
Some of the questions that I rememered in Written aptitude test are:1st section that consists of 10 question (1-10) each of 1 marks each
Q1. Reena is Twice as old as sunita.three years ago, she was thrice as old as sunita.how
old is sunita now ?
1. 6 years Ans
2. 7 years
3. 8 years
4. 9 years
5. 10 years
Q2.which is the num. indicated By Blank in the series 2,15,41,80,(...).
1.111
2.120
3.121
4.132 Ans
5.150
Q3.Which is the eight num. in the sequence ?
0,6,24,60,120?
Q4.which numer could replace question mark in the series 7,12,19,?,39.
1. 29
2. 28 Ans
3. 26
4. 24
5. 27
2st section that consists of 25 question (11-35) each of 2 marks each
Q1. a)if the data statement 1 alone are sufficient to answer the question
B)if the data statement 2 alone are sufficient to answer the question
c)if the data either in 1 or 2alone are sufficient to answer the question
d)if the data even in Both the statement together are not sufficient to answer the
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question
e)if the data in Both the statements together are needed.
The chairman of a Big company visits one department on Monday of every work ecept
for the Monday of third week of every month.when did he visits the purchase department ?
1)He visited accounts department in the second week of septemer after having visited
purchase department on the earlier occasion.
2)He had visited purchase department immediately after visiting stores department But
Before visiting accounts department.
Q2. a)if the data statement 1 alone are sufficient to answer the question
B)if the data statement 2 alone are sufficient to answer the question
c)if the data either in 1 or 2alone are sufficient to answer the question
d)if the data even in Both the statement together are not sufficient to answer the
question
e)if the data in Both the statements together are needed.
four plays A,B,C,D were staged one on each day consecutive days, But not necessarily in
that order. which day was the play C staged ?
1) The 1st play was staged on 14th,tuesday and followed y play D.
2) Play A was not organised on 16th and there was a gap of one day etween A and B.
Q3. a)if the data statement 1 alone are sufficient to answer the question
B)if the data statement 2 alone are sufficient to answer the question
c)if the data either in 1 or 2alone are sufficient to answer the question
d)if the data even in Both the statement together are not sufficient to answer the
question
e)if the data in Both the statements together are needed.
Vipin's & javed's salaries are in the proportion of 4:3 resp. what is vipin's salary?
1)javed's salary is 75% that of vipin's salary
2)javed's salary is Rs 4500.
Q4. a)if the data statement 1 alone are sufficient to answer the question
B)if the data statement 2 alone are sufficient to answer the question
c)if the data either in 1 or 2alone are sufficient to answer the question
d)if the data even in Both the statement together are not sufficient to answer the
question
e)if the data in Both the statements together are needed.
Gaurav ranks 18th in a class. what is his rank from the last?
1) there are 47 students in the class.
2)jatin who ranks 10th in the same class, ranks 38th from the last
Q5. Ratio of ashok's age to sandeep's age is 4:3 .ashok will Be 26 years old after 6 years.
how old is sunita now ?
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1)12 years
2)15 years
3)19 1/2 years
4)21 years
5)none of these
Q6. A train overtakes two person who are walking in the same direction in which the
train is going, at the rate of 2 kmph and 4 kmph and passes them completely in 9 and 10
seconds resp. the length of the train is
1)72 m
2)54 m
3)50 m
4)45 m
5) 40 m
3rd section that consists of 10 question (36-45) each of 5 marks each
Q1. In the following program compute the value of y if a,B,c are equal.
Step 1 assign 0 to y.
step 2 if a>B assign 1 to y
step 3 if c>B assign 2 to y
step 4 if c=a assign 3 to y
step 5 if a>c assign 4 to y
a)0
B)1
c)2
d)3
e)4 ANS
the others questions in this section are related to flowcharts (2 question) & simple
question
in the aptitude test their is not specific question on lanuage C or C++.
I WAS SELECTED FOR THE PEROT SYSTEM & I GOT THE APPOINTMENT
LETTER AT 12:30 PM ON 10TH ,APRIL 2007
BEST OF LUCK TO EVERYONE .......

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 4th APRIL AT MUMBAI

Dear friends,
My name is Ashish Dubey. I am in third year Electronics. Good news I got placed in
PEROT Systems Corporation. The campus was arranged at Lokmanya tilak cllege of Engg,
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Navi Mumbai. Total 14 colleges were invited, around 680 candidates & surprisingly only
5 got placed. So u can assume it wasn’t easy, infact.
Selection process:Aptitude test
100 marks
45 minutes
English
25 marks
20 minutes
Technical Interview
2-interveiwer
HR interview
3-interveiwer
Aptitude test:- It was consisting 1 marks - 20 questions
2 marks - 15 questions
5 marks - 10 questions
1 marks had complete the series kind of quitions.
2 marks question were really tough rather time consuming. It was based on time & work,
train, water stream and age problem.
5 marks question were logical totally on C-language. Flow chart & programs were given
and was asked to find output, again was time consuming.
Suggestions:- Start solving 5 marks first.Can refer R.S. Agrawal but more than that Self
Practice is must. Questions were easy but time consuming so practice for short cuts &
better guessing power will also help.
English test:It was really easy. Fill in the blanks & 4 options were given. I think no special practice is
required for this.
Only 32 out of 680 cleared it.
Technical Interview:- It was really brain teasing. You must be very clear about your
basics. Also u must have good command over C-language. Average time taken was
around 45 minutes each candidate.
Q-asked :- What are structures in C? What is OOP in C++? Inheritance in C or C++?
Construction & explanation of JFET, CMOS, MOSFET etc ? all basics….
Some candidate told to write different C-programs. Some were told to draw Electronic
Ckt diagram. Some logical questions also.
Suggestions:- Nothing will help….. no luck factor …only study hard …be aware of your
basics & some concrete C.
Only 13 out of 32 selected for HR round.
HR interview:- It was really a nightmare. 3 people were interviewing around 45 minutes
each candidate. Questions were like…tell me something about yourself ? why IT ? why
can’t u achieve same things in Electronics or Mechanical ? why u left your previous
employment ? given a chance will u work for them again ? if not then why ? if same profile
is in IT how will u survive ? Why should we hire you ? what it means by
Professionalism ? about your hobbies …..
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Suggestions :- remember more than selection it was rejection round….don’t lie ….be
ready to give examples of your hobbies…be confident…be calm, relaxed….they will
bombard questions on u ? & will not give time u to speak…be polite & diplomatic in
your approach…don’t act smart or over confident….
Only 5 finally got placed.
Credits:-

parents & teachers first……all my classmates who helped me both ways
positively as well as negatively…..all my friends…..
Special thanks to our honorable TPO Mr. Chandran….for supporting me …motivating
me & always teaching me……his anger & shouting only helped me in HR round.
Always talk to your TPO….ask for suggestions….ideas…key areas to improve….it is
beneficial for us not for him…
Common suggestion:- Nothing on luck…getting placed is not by luck…it requires a lot
of practice… start practicing from today itself….go to sites like..
www.freshersworld.com get the papers & start prctising….

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 28th MARCH AT BANGALORE
Hello Friends this is the latest question paper for Perot System conducted by Vault
consultancy in Bangalore. I Have the Complete aptitude test papers. It consist Of 30
question, to be completed in 30 minutes. its little bit easy. here are some question that i
have remembered....... all the Very Best
Q1:200 question on a 3 hr exam. among these question 50 qns are from math. it is
suggested that twice as much time be spent on each math problem as for each other
qns.how many minutes should be spent on math problem?
a.36
b.72
c.60
d.100
Q2: which of the following fraction is less than 1/3?
a.22/62
b.15/46
c.2/3
d.1
Q3: if a boat moving upstream 14km/hr and goes down stream 40km/hr then what is the
speed of the stream?
a.13km/hr
b.26
c.34
d.none
Q4: In a class,except 18 all r above 50 yr.15 r below 50 yrs.how many people are there?
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a.30
b.33
c.36
d. none of these
Q5: if on an item company gives 25% discount,they earn 25% profit.if they now gives
10% dicount then what is profit percentge?
a.40%
b55%
c.35%
d.30%
Q6: Oddman out 1.Ghastly 2.Horrible. 3.hideous. 4.comely. 5.grisliness.
a.1
b.4
c.5
d.2
Q7: series 729 243 81 27 9 3 _____ .
a.3
b.2
c.1
d.0
Q8:which of the following is not RDBMS?
a. sybase
b. sql
c. access
d. none
Q9:Information is?
a. message
b. data
c. processed data
d. none
Q10: what is the interface in DOS?
a. graphical
b. charecter
c. symbolic
d. none
Q11: analogy
entomology:insects::ornithology:
a. marine life
b. birds
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c. wild life
d. astronomy
Q12: One Nibble = ?
a.8 bits
b.16 bits
c.4 bites
d.32 bits
Q13: the government......... on this issue.
a. is divided
b .are divided
c .is being divided
d. divided
Q14: on a particular day A and B decided that they would either speak the truth or will lie.
C asks a whether he is speaking truth or lying?He answers and B listens to what he said.
C then asks B what A has said B says." A says that he is a lier". what is B speaking?
a. truth
b. lie
c. truth when a lies
d. can't be determned

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 24th MARCH
Students with 68% with no back papers appeared for the test. from 61, 18 were cleared
aptitude and 10 got placed.Fortunately i was one of them.
TEST PATTERN
1.Aptitude
2.English
3.Tech
4.H.R
APTITUDE
Section 1 - 10 que 1mark each. to find the next number,to find the missing number.
-15 que 1 mark each. aptitude (R.S .Agarwal)
Section 2 -10 que 2 marks each. Data Sufficiency problems(R.S.Agarwal -verbal)
Section 3 - 10 que 5 marks each. based on C. to write the output of some codes and flow
chart
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English - 25 que to fill up with correct tenses. (it was very simple)
All these were easy.i clr test.
TECHNICAL
The Tech was ok. As i am an EC student , Sir asked me if he should ask Digital or C. I
opted C. He asked simple que and prgms. I did courses on V.B and DBMS.He
asked abt my project in VB . Icleared Tech and went for H.R
H.R
As Tech was ok,I expected that H.R will be an easy one .But it went against my
expectations(only personal que).the first que was abt the Diff b/w DBMS and
RDBMS.Then (2 sir) they asked abt some topics in VB and ORACLE. I heard it for the
first time. I was shocked and told them i only begin the course(actually i
completed).After few que the started asking abt my family and from my resume. they told
ma to wait for the results
When the results came I was selected .

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 21st MARCH
Perot Systems came to our college on 21st March n selected 33 students out of 600 that
appeared in a 'Pool Campus Drive'. 118 students were selected for the technical interview.
50 students were selected for the HR interview. Out of which 33 were selected. The
results were declared the next day! ( huh!!! )
The selection procedure was in 3 usual stages1. Written test ( 45 min )
a) General series type ques ( 10 ques ...1 mark each )
b) Aptitude test ( 25 ques ...2 mark each )
c) Programming n flowcrt type ques ( 10 ques......5 mark each )
Try to solve the aptitude first...then the series type ques...n only then switch to
programming.....i know they would let u score more....but always remember that only
teamwork will let u clear the written test ;)
2. English ( 20 min )
25 questions very very easy......they were nothing.
3. Technical Interview
It depends upon the interviewer and ur stream ...CS/IT students must be thorough with
Sorting, Searching, CO, etc.. non- CS students shud have good knowledge of C.
It can last 30 min. Also study Data Structures.
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Remember ..they can even ask u some HR type questions in the technical interview!!! So
be prepared for it!!!
4. HR interview
This is a completely technical interview that thay take. Surprised? ...Yes... they ask u HR
ques in technical interview...n Technical ques in HR interivew...For this interview...watch
what u say....there were two interviewers.. Try to talk to both of them even when only
one of them has asked u any ques......
It can also last for 30-35 min.
So prepare well through RS agarwal ( Quant )...n English anyone can do.

PEROT SYSTEMS INTERVIEW ON 20th MARCH
the company paper consists of three sections;
1) Quantative
2) Logical reasoning
3) Programming(only flow charts are asked!! so dont panic)
my experience tells me that main elemination is the technical round. few questions asked
in the technical interview are:
1)difference between c and c++
2)difference between eletrical and electronics
3)problems upon sorting
4)small code (possible logic ) for sorting , swaping of two numbers without temp variable
5)description of voltage regulator in fan
6)recogontion between live, neutral and earth wire without using a tester
7)gate digram for ex-or gate with AND and NOR gate
8)project details, if any
9)conversion of number systems
then the hr round for the name sake!! it is again technical round taken by the company'
sGM
so brush up ur basics and all the best for exam

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 14th MARCH
hi,
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friends i hav got placement in perot systems last week. I wud like to share my experience
with u. the pgm begun with a preplacement talk.after that there was test.test consist of 2
parts .GENERAL APTITUDE+ C PROGRAMMING ques and ENGLISH
ques.total of 65 minutes were given. Ther was no negative markings. English paper
contains 25 ques .........very simple fill in the blanks type ques.other paper contains 10
series completion type ,10 data sufficiency type( exactly same ques given in rs
aggarval),some aptitude ques & 10 pgming ques. actually pgming ques hav more
weightage but it is not compulsory that ushud attempt all ques.ther was one simple que
that find the 1's complement of 11011 for 5 marks. so find time to go thru all ques .
out of 48 students 16 were short listed after the test. then there were 2 rounds of
interviews. both contained HR& tech ques.they give much importance 2 resume. so
beware of that. after first interview 5 of us get eliminated. then after second interview 3
of us get eliminated .
at last!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! we 9 hav got the offer letter on the same day.
WISH U ALL SUCCESS,,,,,,,,,,,,, WELL

LETS MEET AT PEROT

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 14th MARCH AT KOLKATA
Hello everybody this is hasibur from kolkata .We had our interview on 14th of march
2007 and i am the lucky one to be selected for perotsystems.
The total procedure of selection goes through three part
1) aptitude test
2) technical interview
3) hr round
Aptitude Test :this part has two section . First section consist of logical, quantitative and technical. And
the second part is english.
marks are logical-20
quantitave -15
technical-10
english-25
In logical part 10 marks were from series problems for this rs aggarwal is enough.And
rest of 10 marks is of data sufficiency. Those are very easyone .in quantitative section
problems are generaly form time and work, time and distance, speed of train etc this part
is also very easy and again rs aggarwal is enough for it. But the technical part is
very lengthy. Do not attempt it first otherwise you will be short of time this part consist
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two flowchart and ten question are there based on those two flowchart. But remember
one thing cutoff marks will be very high.
Enlish part is very easy if you are avarage in english stil you can answer every question.
In this part all the questions were of fill in the blanks type you have to choose the right
one from the given options.
Technical And HR interview:For this the only thing you need is confidence in yourself , basic knowledge of your
subjects,and the most important thing your luck. You have all those thing no one can
stop you. So best of luck to all.

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 17th FEBRUARY AT CHANDIGARH
hi ppl i happen to appear in aptitude test of perot system on the mentioned date.
The aptitude test was easy,rs aggarwal is enough..
The complete process consisted of three rounds:
1.Aptitude test
2.Technical Interview
3.HR Interview
Aptitude test consisted of two sections:
1.General aptitude
This section further consisted of 4 sub sections::
1. 10 qs of series, 1 mark each.
2. 10 qs of data sufficiency, 2 marks each
3. 15 qs of time and work,ages,etc,,3 marks each
4. 10 qs of c,c++(flowcharts,etc...U can do do half of them if u dont know c,c++),, 5
marks each
2.English
This section was very very easy,25 qs There is sectional cut off.
Technical interviewers ask about c,c++,dbms,data structures( just get ur basics right).
Hr interview was also a blend of tecnicality and general qs such as introduce urself,etc.
Dont lose ur calm at any stage, u ll be through to it, its not a big deal....I got selected and
the package is 2.8 lacs.

PEROT SYSTEMS PAPER ON 29th JANUARY AT NOIDA
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Selection Criteria:
At least 60% throughout in 10th, 12th and B.Tech with no BACK (Cleared or Pending).
Selection Procedure:
Written Test 1(Aptitude and Logical Programming)
Written Test 2(English)
Technical Interview
GM/HR Interview
WRITTEN TEST 1: Aptitude and Logical Programming
This test consists of 60 questions to be completed in 60 mins.There are 4 different
sections of 1 marks,2 marks,3 marks and 5 marks questions. NO NEGATIVE
MARKING.
Section 1(1 marks):
Very simple questions of SERIES COMPLETION from Quantitative Aptitude-R.S.
Aggarwal Last Chapter.1 or 2 questions of Arithmetic Progression and Geometric
Progression like finding the Nth term, sum of N terms(very easy).80% questions of series
completion and that too very easy. One just need 2 have little practice of these questions.
No need to do series completion consisting of alphabets or some other type as given in
Verbal Reasoning-R S Aggarwal. Practice questions consisting of numbers only.
Section 2(2 marks):
All questions are of DATA SUFFICIENCY from VERBAL REASONING-R.S.
AGGARWAL. Make sure u do all the solved examples at least once (and revise them if
time permits). I guarantee u will not find even a single question out of those questions.
When I came back home after giving the written test, I was able 2 find all the questions
there itself. The questions are very easy but are very important. If u prepare this section
well, u can score 100% marks in this section.
Section 3(3 marks):
Mixed questions of Time and Work, Time and Distance, Trains, Boats and Streams,
Average, Percentage, Pipes and Cistern, Age from Quantitative Aptitude-R.S. Aggarwal.
Again questions are not at all difficult but u need 2 have lots of practice so that u can
solve them quickly. Time management is important in this section.
Section 4(5 marks):
This is the section which Non CS/IT students will find a bit difficult. It seems that this
section consists of questions which only CS/IT students can solve but is not like that. Any
student with a little bit of programming experience(any language) and good reasoning
can solve them though the questions are not as easy as in the previous three sections. It
mainly consists of two types of questions.
In first type, u will be given FLOWCHARTS and questions based on them. The
flowchart mainly consists of CONDITIONAL boxes. Initially, u will be given initial
values of variables like X=0, Y=0, Z=0 etc. Then certain conditions will be given in the
flowchart according 2 which u will have 2 find the final value of these variables. One just
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need to follow the correct path in the flowchart according 2 the given conditions (Like if
X>=Y then X=X+5 else Y=Y-5 and like that).Just be attentive in solving these questions
and u will be able to solve them easily. There will be 3 to 5 questions of this type.
In second type, u will be given a PROGRAM MODULE and questions based on that. U
will need to find the errors in the module, remove the errors, predict the output, detection
and removal of unnecessary variables etc. Again, the questions are more logical than
conceptual. The module will be written in simple English and no particular language will
be followed. So Non CS/IT students should not feel that these questions are meant for
CS/IT students only although I personally feel that CS/IT students will have an extra bit
of edge in solving these questions.
However, anyone with good reasoning should be able to solve these questions. One of my
friends from EC branch was able to solve 3 out 4 questions (he cleared the written).
There was one question of OCTAL to DECIMAL conversion but it was given in the last
page. Many of friends wasted time in solving the programming question and were not
even able to look this question. So u must turn to the last page to see if there is a question
of this type. These are 5 marks for free.
Except for last section, I have been continuously saying that all questions were very easy.
So u expect a large no. of students clearing the written exam. This is the same we
expected as everyone was confident that he/she will clear it. However, when the final list
of students selected in written was announced, everyone from our TPO to students were
shocked. Out of 250 eligible students, only 22 were able to clear the written. I was one of
the luckiest.
THE REASON FOR THIS IS THAT EACH SECTION HAS GOT ITS OWN CUT-OFF.
There is 60% cut-off of each section. So don’t think that 5 marks questions carry
maximum weightage so one should solve them first. Each and every question is equally
important. One should have to be quick and accurate. Don’t waste time in solving
questions. By the look of the question, u should be able to judge that whether u can solve
it or not. If u pick a question, u should be able 2 solve it in maximum of 90 seconds
(except section 4, u may require more time). After completing a section, one should make
sure that he/she has solved at least 70-75% questions so that he/she can clear that section
comfortably. This is the only thing u have to keep in mind.
WRITTEN TEST 2: ENGLISH
This test consists of 25 questions to be completed in 20 mins. All of 1 marks each. NO
negative marking.
A sentence is given and part of it is underlined. 5 options are given and one has to choose
the most grammatically correct option which can replace the underlined part. All
questions are of this type only. If one is confident in grammar, then there is no need to
study for this section. For others, they can brush up there VERBS, PREPOSITIONS and
ARTICLES. Don’t worry, questions are very easy. Just by looking the options, one
would be able to guess the correct answer. Even 20 minutes will appear quite a long. I
completed this section in 15 minutes only and was sleeping for the remaining time. One
will be able to attempt all the questions.
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TECHNICAL INTERVIEW
If u are able to clear the written test, then your chances in getting into PEROT SYSTEMS
have increased by 80%. Now its totally in the hands of GOD and your luck. Be prepared
with your favorite subjects. It is not necessary that one have to prepare 4-5 subjects and
be perfect in all of them. As everyone is keep saying, what they look is how much
confident and relaxed you are. If you are confident with your communication skills, then
nobody can stop you. Don’t make them feel that u are tense. Keep smiling and always
maintain eye contact. Believe me, it can do wonders. As far as my interview was
concerned , this is a snapshot of it:
Enter the room with a healthy smile on your face and greet him/her confidently.
HR: So Ashish , how are u feeling?
Answer (with smile on my face): Sir, excited and a bit tense.
HR: OK Ashish, that’s a very natural human feeling. I am here to judge you on your
strengths and not on your weaknesses. So just relax yourself and then we will start our
conversation.
The HR was very cool. So half of my anxiety was gone there itself. After that it was just
a child’s
Play.
HR: Favourite subjects?
A: DBMS, JAVA 2 and C.
HR: What do mean by normalization?
HR: Difference b/w 3NF and BCNF?
Upto which normal form we Normalize in Industries and why?
Difference b/w pre increment and post increment.
What is recursion? Give an example. Write the program for it.
And many more simple questions like these.
Within 15-20 minutes, you will be told whether you cleared the Technical Interview or
not. Out of 22 students, 17 cleared it and were sent for the final round i.e. HR interview.
Again, I cleared this round also.
Technical interview doesn’t mean that you will be asked technical questions only. They
can ask anything from your projects, to your hobbies, to your background. As I told
earlier, confidence is the thing they are looking for.
GM/HR INTERVIEW:
At this stage ,your probability of being rejected becomes very unlikely. Again, they can
ask anything from your strengths and weaknesses, to your hobbies, to your career
objective, to your family background. They can also give puzzles to solve. It depends on
your approach to tackle the problems. Many of you won’t face any problem in this round.
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Its more of a formality. However, they do reject few students in this round as I faced the
bitter truth after a couple of hours.

At around 9:30 in the evening, they announced the result. Out of 17 students , 14 were
able to make through PEROT SYSTEMS. I was pretty confident that I will be selected.
But when my name was not called out, my dreams was shattered. I still cannot believe
what went wrong.
It took quite a time to realize that I was not selected. But as it is said, GOD only help
those who help themselves, a bigger news was waiting for me the very next day. I got
selected in INFOSYS
Technologies the very next day.
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